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Match Bulletin, St. Francis, MN 

August 22, 2009

August 22, 2009 was about perfect as a day could be for a match,.  It was warm, sunny and the 
wind was calm.  Fourteen shooters competed in the 160 round prone match.  Shooters included 
two Juniors , three Sub Juniors and nine Adults.   The event went off without a hitch.  There was 
one small glitch, one of the shooters left his rifle at the range and there was a small discussion 
about how long it should be hidden to make him worry.  In the end kind harts prevailed and it 
was sent home with his friend.

When the day ended Lance Peters of Maple Wood was the match winner with a1600 -114X.  
That is some outstanding shooting!

Larry Sawyer of Andover, MN was high Master with a 1591-100X .  
Ross Ewert won the Expert Class with a 1588 -100X.
Mike Marzitalli won the Marksman/Sharpshooter Class 1437-21X

Other honors include: Alex Gieser High Junior and Eric Hazelton was high Intermediate Junior.
The following is a complete list of shooters and their scores:

     
     
Chad Danielson 1572-68  Michael Marzitalli 1437-21

Jim Evenson * 1380-67  Mathew Minerich (Jr) 1546-51

Ross Ewert 1588-100  Lance Peters 1600-114

Brook Gahm (Jr) 1299-7  Larry Sawyer 1591-100

Alex Geisar (JR) 1577-85  Brian Shiffman 1419-24

Chris Hazelton 1453-22  Greg Quiner 1586-89

Eric Hazelton(JR) 1495-28    

Hayden Johnson 1136-4    

*= Did not fire one target

I would like to thank all the shooters that attended the match.  I look forward to seeing you at 
next summer’s Minneapolis Rifle Club’s matches.  Your enthusiasm and dedication to smallbore 
along with your great sportsmanship is a credit to all shooting sports!   I would also like to thank 
all the Junior shooters for participating in the smallbore match.  You are the future of our sport.
Sincerely,

George Minerich, Match Director
President MN Rifle & Revolver Assoc.


